
Weird dream

1. Place

2. Noun

3. Same Noun

4. Adjective

5. Noun

6. Bit Or While

7. Number In Word Form Ex Hundred Ten

8. Noun

9. Face Up Or Face Down

10. Verb Present Ends In Ing

11. Verb Present Ends In Ing

12. Part Of Body

13. Verb Base Form

14. Verb Base Form

15. Noise

16. Adjective

17. Verb Base Form

18. Verb Present Ends In Ing

19. Adjective

20. Noun Plural

21. Verb Base Form

22. Noun

23. Adjective
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24. Noun

25. Same Noun

26. Number

27. Shape

28. Shape

29. Shape

30. Shape

31. Number

32. Color

33. Color

34. Verb Base Form

35. Same Base Form Verb

36. Same Base Form Verb

37. Same Base Form Verb

38. Verb Present Ends In Ing

39. Noun Plural

40. Noun Plural

41. Adjective

42. Adjective

43. Adjective



Weird dream

I'm in a Place on the edge of a Noun , and over the same noun way off in the distance I

see a Adjective city shaped like a wagons Noun (kinda like Midgar in FFVII, but the first

occurrence of this dream predates that game). After looking at the city for a bit or while , I turn around and

a few number in word form ex hundred ten yards behind me I see a bunch of Noun laying face up 

or face down on the ground. A few men are Verb Present ends in ING among them and Verb Present ends 

in ING them in the back of the Part of Body .

I run up and lay down beside one of them and ask "why don't you Verb Base Form ? They're going to

Verb Base Form you anyway."

"It's suppose to be this way." He replied.

I hear a noise and look up, and see three craft that look very similar to the newer VW Beatles, but

instead of wheels they have a Adjective ducted fan set into the bottom of their chasis. They are flying in

a triangle formation and when they Verb Base Form over me, they start turning back in my direction.

I stand up and start Verb Present ends in ING toward some Adjective buildings, one of them being

shaped like a ships Noun Plural stack, even tilted sideways a bit as they are. I Verb Base Form into

this



building and it's some kind of Noun shop. I start looking at some stuff in a Adjective display

counter and notice a Noun affixed to a rope, and upon the same noun are number

symbols arranged in a shape : a shape at top, and a shape and shape at the

bottom.

I'm pondering this stone when a little girl ( number years old) with shoulder-length color hair

and a full-length color dress tugs at my arm. "It's your name," she says, "your new one. But you'd better

Verb Base Form ! same base form verb , same base form verb , same base form verb !"

So I start Verb Present ends in ING around the store trying to find a way out, but all I see are Noun 

Plural ; no Noun Plural . I always wake up at this point in a Adjective , Adjective sweat.

Every time I've had the dream I've felt Adjective for days afterward.

It's the only dream I've ever had more than once.
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